Guiding Principles
Have a Complex Portfolio
with Alternatives.

Expects world-class
customer service.

For the Wealth Owner
and Their Family.

Wants their Assets
Under Intelligence.

Wants to minimize
human interaction.

Patron Journey
Stage

Problem Awareness

ooking at various products
in market
L

Education & Research

Trying to make Excel work,

asking managers for advice

Googling ideas, hunting for

templates and frameworks

eaching out to trusted
advisors, clubs, peers
R

Onboarding + Ingestion

Selection

Social Proof & Demos

Booking demos with various

providers, weighing options

Wants to build trust slowly,
may hand over non-essential
docs to see how it works

Thinking about how hard this

will be given current dataset

Thinking about security,

doesn’t want data in the
wrong hands

Doing

s statements & 

unstructured PDFs
K1’

Logging into

investor portals

Wondering how much
liquity they have

Reviewing with Family
and Stakeholders

Copia Earning
Patron Trust

Getting frustrated
at out of date intel

Needs &

Desires

Looking for examples

that match

Listening to pitches,
pushing for solution

Security
due-dilligence

Wants confidence in value of solutio
Wishes they were as confident as peer
Hates time spent digging through emails
Wants real time consolidatio
Logging into numerous portals,
consolidating from multiple managers

www.copiawealthstudios.com

hello@copiawealthstudios.com

1 (888) 315-8468

Wants to know the right choice was mad
Doesn’t want to over-spend on solutio
Wary of new balance sheet feeder
Wants to look smart with peers

Booking hand

Selects Copia as
trusted partner

Imagining a better
way to manage

Sales Relationship

Marketing Relationship

Wants to manage the manager
Knows there has to be a better wa
Wants to be at the helm of the portfoli
Wants a world with less Exce
Wishes for stronger Family conversations

Calling / emailing
network, probing

over sessions

Collecting all
documentation

ooking for support, trying to
get the most out of the
chosen system
L

Ramping up
document ingestion

Signing paperwork,
making deposits
Consolidating data
into excel

Use & Expand

Training / Concierge

Trying out the
one-click uploader

Onboarding
managers, family

Attending Copia
community deal flow event

Family Crest
creation
Worrying about
security and privacy

Installing on phone,
tablet and desktop

Playing with the
widgets and templates

Requesting help 


and support

Concierge Relationship

oesn’t know how to test and compar
Craves an obvious answer
Demands accuracy, evidence base
Hates condescendance
D

eeds to make sure data is safe
Needs to make sure everything is privat
Wants competent stewardship
Needs a clear picture and expectations
N

Wants to build confidenc
Hates condescending nature of trainin
Demands responsiveness and efficienc
Desires peace and anxiety reduction

Expects obvious, repeating valu
Needs discretion and control
Responds to actionable, real insights
Expects new features and intelligence

